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ABSTRACT

AIMING TOWARD PERFECTION WITH POBSYS, A NEW SOFTWARE SYSTEM
John Osudar, John E. Parks, and Norman M. Levitz

Argonne National Laboratory
Chemical Technology Division

An integrated general-purpose software system, POBSYS,
has been developed that provides the foundation and tools for
building a highly interactive system for carrying out detailed
operating procedures and performing conventional process
control, data acquisition, and data management functions.
Features of the present system,, which may be of particular
interest to the problem of the man-machine interface include
(a) a multi-level safety system for fail-safe operation, (b)
hierarchical operational control, (c) documented responsi-
bility, (d) equipment status tracking, and (e) quality
assurance checks on operations. The system runs on commer-
cially available microprocessors and is presently in use in
the destructive analysis of irradiated fuel rods from the
Light Water Breeder Reactor.
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Introduction

A need to be able to ascribe quality factors to data while carrying out

rigidly controlled procedures associated with the destructive analysis of

irradiated fuel rods has led to the development of a largely modularized,

general-purpose software system, POBSYS, featuring an intermediate level of

distributed control. This system recognizes the importance of the operator

in carrying out critical process steps, yet provides computer overchecks in

real time as data is generated, logged, and eventually formatted into reports

useful to management. This system may well find application to all types of

processing — batch, semi-continuous, and continuous, where rigid control

over procedure execution is critical as in nuclear reactor operation.

Description of POBSYS

POBSYS is pictorially described in Fig. 1. It is basically comprised of

a group of eight major programs and files which can be considered generic in

function; the functions of the programs are shown within the circles on the

diagram. The "slave" programs (see Fig. 1) are individualized to execute a

given step (or group of steps) and are prepared by the user to satisfy his

personal needs or requirements. The Master Procedure Execution Program

implements the execution of the procedure.
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Schematic Diagram of POBSYS
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In this fashion, the design allows the end user to set up (and/or

develop) the system, rather than be restricted to one configured commer-

cially. As an example, it provides tools for creation of sensor lists,

procedures? and action routines, and it includes the overall structure for

the complete process control system.

A "read-only" test mode allows procedure development and testing without

the presence of hardware, i.e., process simulation, without affecting

installed hardware; test cede can be left in the system, disabled, while

operating in "live" mode but easily enabled if needed for diagnosing problems

or testing.

Features include (1) stepwise real-time presentation of procedure steps

to the operator with variable-level automation at each step; dynamic piping

and instrumentation graphics are provided; overall, the system is highly

interactive; (2) continuous system-wide monitoring of some 100 sensors, with

flexibility to expand; and (3) automatic acquisition, collation, reduction,

and management of data, tailored to a given need. Data acquisition steps are

accompanied by computerized quality assurance checks.

Features of the total system which are of particular interest to the

problem of the man-machine interface, include a (a) three-level safety

system for fail-safe operation: software warning, software shutdown, hard-

wired shutdown; (b) hierarchical operational control, e.g., mandatory super-

visory intervention; (c) decision-making; (d) documented responsibility; and

1 A term used today that refers to the operator and the operating system
(plant or process).
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(e) quality assurance checks on operations. Data security and reproduc-

ibility of operations are also considered key features. Status of equipment

needed for reuse is tracked by HISLOG, one of the subprograms.

POBSYS presently runs on Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-11 mini-

computers, however, very little of the code is machine-dependent, as most of

it is in Fortran. POBSYS was designed to run comfortably within the memory

limitations of the PDP-11 architecture, but as the overall design is modular

the end-user should not need to worry about program size restrictions. The

system makes use of asynchronous software interrupt features to provide rapid

response to events, both those generated by the process control/monitoring

system and those initiated by human operators, e.g., Exception Handler and

Alarm Message Program can respond while the remainder of the system continues

to function. POBSYS presently uses CAMAC interfaces, but it can be changed

to support other interfaces without a great deal of effort.

Present Use of POBSYS

In August 1984, Argonne National Laboratory started the destructive

analysis of 16 irradiated fuel rods from the Light Mater Breeder Reactor

(LW3R). Results of these analyses will be used by the Bettis Atomic Power

Laboratory (BAPL) in their development of technology for breeding in a light

water reactor. Argonne's process for analyzing each fuel rod involves

precision shearing of the entire 10-ft (approximately 3-m) rod into segments,

dissolution of the individual segments, and analysis of the resulting solu-

tions using mass, gamma, and alpha spectrometry. All work involving fuel

rods and samples is carried out with master/slave manipulators and other

remotely operated equipment.
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Process control and monitoring and data acquisition/reduction/management

are implemented by POSBYS using two minicomputers and a desk-top computer,

which are dedicated to the project, plus a super-minicomputer which is shared

with several hundred other users. The minicomputers and the desk-top

computer are uied in an operator-interactive mode, being interfaced to the

fuel-rod shear, ths dissolvers, eleven electronic balances, an alpha/gamma

spectrometer, and a thermal ionization mass spectrometer. The super-mini-

computer is not involved in laboratory operations, but is used to receive,

collate, and store batches of data from the three smaller computers and for

report generation.

Each major equipment system is operated from a work station which

includes computer terminals and printers as appropriate to the operation

being performed. Text terminals display properly sequenced instructions for

stepwise execution of both routine operating procedures and quality assurance

tests; alarm messages from sensor-monitoring programs and data values are

also displayed. Graphics terminals are used to display continuously updated

plots of numerous process variables vs. time, and also piping and instrumen-

tation diagrams, which indicate current ON/OFF states of computer-controlled

valves, pumps, etc. A graphics monitor for the alpha/gamma spectrometer

displays the a^pha and gamma spectra. Work station printers provide hard-

copy records or procedure steps as executed, including step number, operator

identity, start/stop times, operator comments, and critical data items; these

records are useful to management in assessing system status.
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To date, seven of the 16 rods have been successfully processed and

analyzed and results reported to BAPL. Minor debugging of the computerized

operating procedures was done during this period, and the system now is

essentially trouble free. The shear and segment dissolution procedures

(OPRFSS and OPRDDS) each comprise some 300 steps; some 65 of 120 segments

have been dissolved so far.

Summary

Actual working experience with a unique, modular software system, POBSYS,

is ongoing. Although the present application is for executing detailed

operating procedures for a batch process, the system warrants examination for

more complex modes of operation, i.e., semi-continuous or continuous.
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